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Preface 

The year 2020 marks the 20th anniversary of Hong Kong branch of the Institution of 
Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH Hong Kong). The branch was founded in 1999 and 
now has a membership of over 800.

Such an auspicious occasion allows the branch to highlight its notable contributions to  
helping our members create safer and healthier working practices and most importantly, to 
connect with different organisations and professional bodies to share our achievements 
and common goals.

The anniversary booklet records the most valuable memories of the Hong Kong branch 
over the 20 years and marks the beginning of a new milestone in occupational safety and 
health.

We would like to express our sincere thanks to government officials, local and overseas 
counterparts, past presidents, past chairmen and our editorial team for their contributions 
to this special anniversary booklet. We would also like to give our deep thanks to the 
sponsors who contributed to the branch funding for the Occupational Safety and Health 
Career Starter Programme.

Let’s reminisce the precious moments of IOSH Hong Kong’s family together with sharing 
the articles and photos in this booklet.
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Acknowledgement to Honorary Designer of the Anniversary Booklet 

In recognition of Kevin Chung's contribution

Prior to setting up his English language programmes 

(SPEAK UP KIDS) for students in Hong Kong and 

mainland China, Kevin worked at IOSH UK 

headquarters as the Business Partner in the 

Communications Directorate. 

For the production of the IOSH Hong Kong 20th 

anniversary booklet, Kevin kindly offered his design, 

communications and language skills. Kevin's input has 

enabled the delivery of a commemorative publication 

that is fitting to the celebration of an important milestone 

in the history of IOSH Hong Kong.
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Acknowledgement to Honorary Advisors of IOSH Hong Kong 

CHAN Chung 

Shing, Alexander

Honorary Advisor

(2008-2019)

CHUNG For, 

Jonathan

Honorary Advisor

(2010-2019)

NG Mau Cheong, 

Philip

Honorary Advisor

(2008-2019)

TSE Chun Kuen, 

Alex

Honorary Advisor

(2011-2019)

POON Yut Ming

Honorary Advisor

(2013-2019)

WAN Kin Man, 

Sammy

Honorary Advisor

(2014-2019)

We, IOSH Hong Kong, would like to express our gratitude to our Honorary Advisors, namely 

Mr CHAN Chung Shing, Alexander; Mr NG Mau Cheong, Philip; Ir CHUNG For, Jonathan; 

Dr TSE Chun Kuen, Alex; Ir POON Yut Ming and Ir Dr WAN Kin Man, Sammy, who were 

appointed in different periods over the last 20 years for providing advice, guidance and 

supports that come within their experience and expertise to the branch. Their contributions 

in nurturing our growth and success were highly commendable.

With the stepping down of these six Honorary Advisors in the term of office in the year 

2019/2020, we have the honour to have invited Mr John Lacey, Prof. Steve Rowlinson and 

Mr Anthony James Small to be our new batch of Honorary Advisors. We are confident that 

their proven expertise and track record of abilities in their area of specialty will continue to 

add value to our future.

Once again, the branch would like to thank all the Honorary Advisors for their valuable time 

and unfailing supports in the past and years to come to foster our prosperous growth.

John Lacey

Honorary Advisor

(2019-2022)

Steve Rowlinson

Honorary Advisor

(2019-2022)

Anthony James 

Small

Honorary Advisor

(2019-2020)
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Acknowledgement to Executive Committee of IOSH Hong Kong 

CHEUNG Ho 

Ming, Duane

Chairman 

(2019/2020)

KONG Tze Man, 

Stephen

Vice Chairman

NG Ho Kong, 

Evan

Immediate 

Past Chairman

LEUNG Ho Kong

Hon. Secretary

CHENG Wing 

Cheung, Lewis

Hon. Treasurer

CHAN Wai Yan, 

Felix

EC Member

CHOW Kwok Yiu

EC Member

CHOW Chi Wai

EC Member

LAM Chi Sing

EC Member

LAM Kai Wing, 

Ivan

EC Member

LAU Wai Lam, 

William

EC Member

Sarah Emma 

Davidson

EC Member

YUE Hong Yu

EC Member

WONG Hon Hei, 

Hayes

EC Member

CHAN Tsz Yin, 

Benny

EC Member

MAN Siu Fung, 

Raymond

Administrative

Officer

As the branch Chairman (2019/2020), I would like to acknowledge and thank all the Past 

Chairmen and members of Executive Committee for their valuable contribution, 

commitment and support they have made to the branch over the past 20 years. This 

certainly includes our fellow members of the Executive Committee (2019/2020). 

Taking this opportunity, let me introduce you to our fellow members of the Executive 

Committee including our Administrative Officer who provides administrative support to the 

branch. Our Executive Committee is a group of 15 safety professionals across a diverse 

range of sectors including construction, property and facilities management, technology, 

training and consulting, and more. Their insight and experience are shared to support the 

branch in serving our members through organising OSH events and to assist IOSH in 

delivering the WORK 2022 strategy - shaping the future of safety and health.  
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Acknowledgement to Editorial Team 

As the branch Chairman (2019/2020), I would like to express my special thanks and 
gratitude to the Editorial Team who compiled this wonderful booklet on a tight timeline. 
Contributions of the following individuals are recognized and greatly appreciated: 

Ms CHAN Wai Yan, Felix, Chairlady of the Editorial Team, who dedicated significant time 
and effort in leading the team to complete the anniversary booklet. It was an enormous 
undertaking taking several months to complete.

Mr Kevin Chung, our Honorary Designer, who provided his professional input in both 
designing and content editing. Using his expertise in design and language skills, Kevin has 
helped create a publication that has the right look and carries a felicitous tone that is fitting 
to the occasion. 

Mr MAN Siu Fung, Raymond, our Administrative Officer, who spent countless hours and 
efforts to help us in co-ordinating with writers and sponsors, re-organising, editing and 
proofreading the articles collected. He took great initiative in working with the team 
members to ensure all our events and archive of activities were included.

Mr LO Hon Yeung, Andy, Founding Chairman, who worked with Ir Dr WAN Kin Man, 
Sammy and Dr TSE Chun Kuen, Alex, members of the Branch Strategic and Critical Issues 
Subcommittee. They provided us with bountiful supply of information on the history of the 
branch for the compiling of this booklet. 

Ms Sarah Davidson, EC member, who gave support in researching information for review 
and proofreading. 

Mr LEUNG Ho Kong, Honorary Secretary (2019/2020), who prepared some contents for 
the booklet. 

Mr CHAN Tsz Yin, Benny, EC member, who supported in proofreading.

Lastly, I would also like to thank Mr CHAN Chung Shing, Alexander, our former Honorary 
Advisor, who is not a member of the Editorial Team but has spent his precious time to help 
the team finetune the structure of the booklet and proofread some contents. 
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Message from Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr CHEUNG Ho Ming, Duane, CMIOSH
Chairman (2019/2020)
IOSH Hong Kong

IOSH Hong Kong's 20th anniversary is on 2nd July 2020.  IOSH holds its 75th anniversary on 

21st April 2020.  As a year, 2020 should have been filled with many celebrations for IOSH. 

However, the outbreak of COVID-19 has forced us to reschedule or cancel our planned 

activities/seminars and events to celebrate 20 years of IOSH Hong Kong.  On a positive 

note through this time we have been able to generate via the use of online technology 

COVID-19 themed activities to support our members through this difficult time.

In the last 20 years, stakeholders have understood that safety should work closely with 

engineering to tackle safety issues.  They started focusing on temporary works design and 

BIM. 

A key example of change for Hong Kong was the initiation of the Airport Core Program in 

the early 1990's when the safety management system was applied. 

Today, stakeholders are still struggling to reduce the accident rates. Human error is one of 

main reasons.  Tackling human error starts with getting both management’s and workers’ 

buying in first. This is a psychology-related issue. 

The articles of Mr LO Hon Yeung, Andy, Dr Jacob Kam and Dr KONG Tze Man, Stephen in 

this booklet not only provide a clear picture of what efforts have been made, but also clearly 

demonstrate that we need to think out of the box to bring in new ideas. We should motivate 

people consistently to get them out of their comfort zone to achieve these new ideas. 

From our experience of setting up webinars due to COVID-19 and the safety development 

that will be elaborated in the above three articles, we safety professionals should prepare 

for changes from time to time and future challenges.
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Congratulatory Message from President of IOSH 

Professor Dr Andrew Sharman, CFIOSH
President of IOSH (2019/2020)

Dear members of IOSH Hong Kong, it is my pleasure to write to offer you my very best 

wishes on your 20th anniversary, as your president. Many congratulations on this 

remarkable achievement!  Over the last 20 years you have grown the size, reach and 

impact of your branch, and this is truly a delight to note. 

With over 790 members you have created a strong branch that is dedicated to the growth 

of the profession and the impact it can have in your region.  It is particularly impressive to 

see that 50% of your total membership are Chartered Members, this is wonderful and I 

congratulate those who are CMIOSH, and encourage other members further on their 

journey to chartered status.  

Your 4 subcommittees now reflect key challenges you have identified, and I’m especially 

excited to see your focus on developing Future Leaders.  Your site visits and seminars are 

well thought out and well attended - I wish that I had been able to attend many of these with 

you all!

And so now, with a strength of experience behind you, it is time to celebrate your success, 

and at the same time keep an eye on the horizon.  What will the next 20 years of your 

history look like? I’m already looking forward to following your journey.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Ms Nina Wrightson, OBE, FIOSH (retired)
Past President (1998/1999)

It gives me great pleasure to send a message of congratulation and support to the Hong 

Kong branch on the occasion of your Twentieth Anniversary. When President of IOSH I had 

the privilege of visiting you during your inaugural year and I was touched by the warm 

welcome that I received and by the enthusiasm and commitment of your members to their 

profession and to ensuring that the branch flourished.

I have watched with interest your progress over the last twenty years and have been 

delighted to see how you have grown in strength, influence and numbers.  Through hard 

work and dedication you have become a beacon of the highest standards of 

professionalism in health and safety in the Asia Pacific Region.  You warmly deserve your 

success and I send my very best wishes to every member of the branch and my hopes and 

prayers for your continued success.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Ian Waldram, FIOSH (retired)
Past President (1999/2000)

My warmest congratulations to all in the Hong Kong branch as you celebrate your 20th 

Anniversary. The way the branch and members have developed and become truly 

influential is a great tribute to your successive leadership teams.

I recall meeting some of your branch committee in early 2002 when I was Immediate Past 

President, during a stopover before visiting family in Australia. I’ve searched for a photo 

and names of those I met but sadly can find nothing – so have just good memories of your 

warm welcome. 

By then you had already ‘exported’ Harry Ho, one of your early members, to Singapore. My 

wife and I had a previous short stopover there in 2000, when I was President. Harry 

organised a meal for us to meet the small number of IOSH members there – and that small 

beginning eventually led to forming the Singapore branch. So my congratulations on 

having started two IOSH branches, not just one!

It’s been a more recent pleasure to meet Hong Kong delegates to the Networks 

Conference, AGM and Annual Dinner. Also to network with those serving on council who 

added valuable non-UK insights, before I retired from that role ten years ago.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Paul Faupel, FIOSH (retired)
Past President (2000/2002)

Greetings, friends and colleagues of IOSH Hong Kong!

I met your founder chair, Andy Lo, when he visited the UK in the late 1990’s to discuss the 

establishment of IOSH Hong Kong with the IOSH Presidential team and Senior 

Management team at The Grange in Wigston, Leicestershire. The rapport must have been 

instant, because Andy still communicates with me to this day!

I visited IOSH Hong Kong during the course of my two presidential terms. I was welcomed 

and hosted most graciously. I have many happy memories, including a visit to the Hong 

Kong Polytechnic University, an evening banquet at Lamma Island and, the next day, the 

comedic situation of me being lost in Stanley Market. I returned to the hotel with little time 

for a rapid change into business attire then taken by Andy to meet branch officers in Hong 

Kong MTR HQ. On the agenda was your case for a local administrator; a “missing” IOSH 

President would have been very embarrassing.  

Congratulations on the 20th Anniversary of your founding, a most important event not only 

for occupational safety and health in Hong Kong but for the whole IOSH family!
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr John Lacey, CFIOSH
Past President (2003/2004)

Firstly, a huge congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong for all that they have achieved over the 

last 20 years.

When I joined IOSH Council in 1988 as Chair of the Construction Group and following that 

on becoming President in 2003, the members from IOSH Hong Kong were always most 

keen to further enhance the message of OHS to the Hong Kong Region and beyond. My 

work as a consultant allowed me regular visits to Hong Kong on route elsewhere in the 

world. There was always a welcome, an opportunity to talk to branch members and present 

at branch meetings. This developed into meetings with Hong Kong Government and other 

leaders where member relationships showed endless energy to improve OHS.

The branch has been heavily involved with Asia Pacific Region having attended APOSHO 

every year, becoming Full Members in 2014.

Members of the branch work very much as a team and must be applauded. One person in 

particular needs to be highlighted for his work in the branch but also for his work on council 

and for IOSH in general, Andy Lo. May I thank all the members for all they do for OHS.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Professor Lawrence Waterman, OBE,  CFIOSH
Past President (2004/2005)

Hong Kong, through its people and their ambitions, is one of the most dynamic places on 

earth, and the Hong Kong branch has played a key role in establishing and encouraging 

high health and safety standards both locally and across the region. Hong Kong’s 

continuing strength lies in an appetite for growth and development, and that often plays out 

in major construction programmes that benefit from the good health and safety practices 

which IOSH and its members lead and sustain. The branch has a justified reputation for its 

professionalism, and has forged links with academia, business, commerce and 

government. I have been a guest of the branch and participated in some of the many 

events it has organised – I know first-hand that its strength lies in the commitment of its 

many members, past and present.

Many congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong, may its members take pride in the history of 

their organisation and look forward with confidence to a future in which both Hong Kong, 

with its special status and system, and the health and safety practitioners who work within 

it, enjoy continuing success as they strive for a world of work that is safe and healthy.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Professor Neil Budworth, CFIOSH
Past President (2005/2006)

Many congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong on achieving 20 years as a vibrant branch.

I have vivid memories of my visit to the branch, the enthusiasm and desire to make things 

better every day was palpable and the whole trip for me was energising.

IOSH Hong Kong has always had the growth of its members at its heart and it was fabulous 

to meet so many people who shared a common aim and who had amazing contacts with 

the local authorities. 

These things together help turn the branch’s desires into positive action.

Couple this great core with a warm and friendly reception and the result is unbeatable.

Many many congratulations on 20 years of great branch activity – The challenge now, 
make the next 20 even more dynamic !
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Ms Lisa Fowlie, CFIOSH
Past President (2006/2007)

A huge congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong as it continues the journey to success going 

from strength to strength with pioneering achievements all the way.

My presidential visits in 2007 were memorable for the warm welcome, unending 

enthusiasm, celebrations and recognition of work and commitments with the presentation 

of awards including the bestowment of the first IOSH Hon Vice – President outside Europe 

to Mr James Blake OBE.  And more recently the pride in seeing the 'then' Branch Chair 

Vincent Ho becoming President of IOSH.

The visits extended not only to engagement with branch members and officials within Hong 

Kong but also through the APOSHO conference hosted by the National Safety Council of 

Singapore to developing greater strengths and support to Singapore that resulted in the 

establishment of their own branch.

There are many fond personal memories of Hong Kong as well - the wonderful sights, from 

Victoria Peak to Kowloon Bay, travelling around the districts with Star Ferry, island ferries, 

taxis, the MTR. Enjoying fantastic hospitality and company, sampling amazing sea food 

and delicacies.

So thank you IOSH Hong Kong for raising the profile of the profession, broadening the 

competencies of your members and shaping the future of safety and health.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Ray Hurst, FIOSH (retired)
Past President (2007/2008)

It gives me great pleasure and honour to be able to give my personal congratulations to 

IOSH Hong Kong on achieving 20 successful years of dedicated work in the field of 

Occupational Safety and Health.

I visited Hong Kong as part of my presidential year in 2008, I was inspired by the 

enthusiasm, commitment and dedication of all that I was privileged to meet. That 

commitment has, as I am well aware continued to the present day.

I have happy memories of my visit, in particular in one of those rare moments where the 

branch wasn’t taking me to meetings with government officials and other dignitaries to 

discuss OH&S issues, I was taken to Ocean Park to see the Pandas.  My daughter who is 

panda “mad” was jealous because I was able to see them up close but happy that I brought 

back lots of panda related presents for her which she treasures to this day.

Hong Kong remains a strong, vibrant and committed branch, I am certain the next 20 years 

be as successful as the last. I send my best wishes and thanks for a most memorable and 

happy presidential visit.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Ms Nattasha Freeman, FIOSH
Past President (2008/2009)

I served as IOSH President from 2008/2009 and in my presidential year was honoured to 

celebrate the Hong Kong branch's 10th Anniversary. They are proud that all of their branch 

meetings are well attended, but even more proud that they have reached their 20-year 

milestone.

They have certainly led the way with pushing IOSH forward in the east in their role as 

Ambassador for IOSH in helping IOSH support APOSHO. They set the footprint and 

template for other branches in that hemisphere and again during my presidential tenure, 

helped initiate the Singapore branch and relationship with NISO. China followed with 

interest and recognised the value of IOSH in for the first time at that time, with more formal 

engagement between the branch representatives and Chinese ministers, on the subject of 

new H&S legislation.

In the UK one of the founding fathers of the Hong Kong branch - Andy Lo - has enjoyed 

many terms on Council representing Hong Kong and I believe his work with Hazel Harvey 

(Professional Affairs Director) was instrumental in getting their grade as Technical Engineer 

recognised as a full H&S Manager role. Ir Professor Vincent Ho, followed Andy in both 

representing Hong Kong on Council and as the first international President of IOSH.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr John Holden, CFIOSH
Past President (2009/2010)

Congratulations to the Hong Kong branch on your 20th anniversary and for being the first 

branch outside the British Isles. Unfortunately due to the workload, and an Icelandic 

volcano, I never managed to visit the Hong Kong branch during my presidential year. 

However, I was well aware of the work of the branch from the committee work I did prior to 

joining the presidential team and from Andy Lo who was a member of council at the same 

time as myself. Being outside the UK can present difficulties in establishing a branch both 

for that branch and for the IOSH staff. However, the enthusiasm of the new branch 

members overcame any such difficulties. This enthusiasm continued with the branch 

wanting to play an active part within IOSH and this can be seen from the election of Hong 

Kong branch member Andy Lo to council followed by Vincent Ho who of course went on to 

become the President. Keep that enthusiasm going for the next 20 years!
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Subash Ludhra, CFIOSH
Past President (2011/2012)

I visited IOSH Hong Kong in June 2012, the five-day visit involved speaking at the branch 

meeting, visiting officials in Hong Kong and then traveling to the Guangzhou region of 

China to promote IOSH / H&S and build relationships.

What struck me from the moment I arrived was the professionalism of the branch officials, 

who went out of their way to ensure the visit was a success, both for the institution and for 

me. They had clearly spent time planning and organising the trip.

Whilst the visit had a full agenda, individuals still took time out of their own busy lives to 

show me key tourist attractions of the city during the limited free time we had.

The energy and enthusiasm of the branch officials and members was fantastic to see and 

be a part of (albeit for a brief period). I will never forget the respect they had for the 

presidential position and the trip remains one of the highlights of my presidential term. I 

came away with many more friends and still have a photograph in my office as a reminder 

of the experience.

I would like to wish the Hong Kong branch even greater success over the next 20 years.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Gerard Hand, CMIOSH
Past President (2012/2013)

As IOSH President in 2012/2013, I had the great pleasure of visiting your branch and you 

left me with everlasting memories that are cherished to this day. It gives me great 

satisfaction to congratulate you all on a great achievement of twenty years of continuing to 

grow the professional status of the health and safety profession and in doing so making the 

world a safer place. You should all be very proud of the work you have done over the years 

throughout the whole of the Asia Pacific region. 

Congratulations to you all and my very best wishes to you all for the future.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Tim Briggs, CFIOSH
Past President (2013/2014)

Congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong on their 20th Anniversary.

I have had long involvement with the Hong Kong branch through their involvement since 

2007 to begin mentoring their new members. IOSH Hong Kong were the first international 

branch to embrace the concept of mentoring and getting experienced members to help 

develop and grow the younger newer generation. 

To see this grow and develop following visits whilst a member of the IOSH presidential team 

showed the time invested was worthwhile and beneficial to the Hong Kong branch.

I wish the Hong Kong branch every success for the next 20 years.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Ian Harper, CFIOSH
Past President (2014/2015)

My congratulations to the safety and health professionals in Hong Kong for their 

tremendous work as part of the IOSH branch. It is the life of a president to spend lots of 

time waiting around for something to happen or to attend conferences with little input. Not 

so in Hong Kong, I worked harder there as a president than at any other time in my IOSH 

volunteering career, going to bed every night at 11pm exhausted and up at 7am to start 

again. I also made the mistake of thinking it was just Hong Kong and not understanding the 

work and contacts with neighbouring Macau and China and the influence and successes 

you have had there which I was proud to be a small part of. The amount of people I met 

who diligently go about their work without self-interest with the understanding that the 

endeavour is not for personal gain but to help people in the world of work is the reason of 

the successes and a lesson. It is also the rate of change which I had been watching with 

interest. During my visits people asked me “how do you do this in the UK” to which I often 

replied “not as well as you in Hong Kong!” As an IOSH official you always refer to the 

“members”. There are none on Hong Kong only friends who share the same vocation.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Dr Karen McDonnell, CFIOSH
Past President (2015/2016)

Firstly may I thank you for providing this opportunity to play a small part in the celebrations 

linked to the IOSH Hong Kong 20th Anniversary.

During my time as your president I was privileged to spend time with IOSH Hong Kong 

members both here in the UK and in Hong Kong itself. The hospitality shown to myself and 

the energy and enthusiasm of both the branch Executive Committee members and wider 

membership is a fond memory. The honour to serve and to launch No Time to Lose in Hong 

Kong at the MTR conference and address the Hong Kong AGM are particular highlights of 

my presidency. I am a great believer in the power of people to make a difference, this is 

reflected in the work of your branch which has sustained 800 IOSH members over the last 

two decades, reflecting the needs of individual members within a local context and 

developing a network at that makes a difference. Being at a distance from the UK has never 

been viewed as a barrier for your work and the champions for IOSH Hong Kong have 

ensured your voice has been heard which is commendable. Your journey did indeed begin 

with a single step and has continued to build momentum over time, I am pleased to have 

walked some of this way with you.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Graham Parker, CFIOSH
Past President (2016/2017)

As the 50th elected president my goal was to ensure that members and the profession were 

at the foremost of everything that the Institution did.  In May 2017, it was my privilege to 

visit Hong Kong to see the great work that your council representatives Andy Lo, Vincent 

Ho, Chi Sing Lam and Richard Tse were positively reporting back to council. 

I had the privilege to visit many organisations during my week with you but two are held in 

very fond memory. The first is the construction school called ‘Construction Industry Council 

Training Centre’ and is led by an outstanding lady called Angela. This school is leading the 

next generation in the best practice not only for the region, but on a wider scale.

The second honour was when I was able to address students both from the local 

community but also from across the Chinese mainland at the Occupational Safety & Health 

Council OSH Academy in Tsing Yi. The work undertaken at the Academy in unison with our 

HK members is able to have an impact of keeping individuals, communities and 

organisations safe in one of the world’s largest economies. 

It was a pleasure to serve as your president, to listen and learn from you as well as to share 

the passion we all have for ensuring everyone has that right to go home at the end of each 

day. 

Thank you and continue the great work you do on behalf of IOSH Hong Kong, your 

members and the communities you serve.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Mr Craig Foyle, CFIOSH
Past President (2017/2018)

I am honoured to be asked to celebrate the 20th anniversary of IOSH Hong Kong with you.  

I have very fond memories of my visit in May 2018 as your president. Due to your excellent 

connections I was able to meet with key stakeholders in industry, non-government and 

government organisations to promote IOSH and the benefits of working together for a 

better world of work. Moreover, I was very proud to have the opportunity to meet with you, 

our members, who make everything possible.

I have always encouraged everyone to get involved and was keen to see safety and health 

being managed in practice as well as talk about it.  I was given the opportunity to complete 

a site tour of a major rail infrastructure project and speak at the first joint MTR / IOSH 

conference in SZ, the first in China by a president of IOSH.

I would like to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong for reaching twenty years and look forward to 

seeing you continue making a positive difference for another twenty years!  I would 

personally like to thank you for sharing your valuable time with me and say that I will 

treasure the memories forever.
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Congratulatory Message from Past President of IOSH 

Ir Professor Vincent Ho, CFIOSH
Past President (2018/2019)

I am very grateful to have served you as your branch chair and your president.  It has been 

a gratifying journey. As the first IOSH President based in Asia, I was able to extend our 

reach, give talks, raise our profile, and make new friends. Starting from co-organising 

IOSH’s first-ever safety conference in Mainland China, hosting the signature APOSHO 33 

event in Hong Kong, giving talks in Hong Kong, Macau, Mainland China, Australia, Austria, 

Bahrain, India, Malaysia, Singapore, and the United States, we have never been so active 

in establishing our presence in the Asia Pacific region. Everywhere I go, people learn about 

the Hong Kong branch and are excited to collaborate with you. Our next venture is the 

first-ever OSH Career Starter Sponsorship Programme. Watch this space.

It is not my achievement but ours, IOSH members in Hong Kong and all safety practitioners 

in Hong Kong. Together we have made history. I want to thank you all who have provided 

support and assistance.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr LO Hon Yeung, Andy, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (1999/2001)

2019/20 is the 20th anniversary of the Hong Kong branch of the Institution of Occupational 

Safety and Health. It is my great honour to be invited by the current Chairman, Duane 

Cheung, to write a few words. 

As the founding Chairman of the branch, I took the lead in the inauguration and connecting 

to our branch members. 

In 1979, the thoughts of forming an international Occupational Safety and Health 

organisation was initiated when the first local Occupational Safety and Health training 

course started in Hong Kong. In 1986, the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Safety 

Officers and Safety Supervisors) Regulations (Cap. 59, section 7) was enacted. In 1988, 

the Occupational Safety and Health Council was established. All these confirmed that Hong 

Kong should be internationalized in standards, information, training and good practices. It 

eventually led to the formation of IOSH Hong Kong and its connections with Asia Pacific 

counterparts.

Despite the challenges over the last 20 years, members increased fourfold, from 200+ in 

1999 to 800+ in 2020. 

In this booklet, you will see how the Organising Committee and the 1st Executive 

Committee were formed and operated in 1999 and the way we moved forward.

Finally, may I extend my special gratitude to our Editorial Team comprising of Felix Chan 

(Chairlady), Benny Chan, H.K. Leung, Raymond Man and Kevin Chung (our Hon. Designer 

of this booklet) making this very special 20th anniversary event successful.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Dr Jacob Kam, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2001/2003)

I am honoured to have been the second Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong. We had pioneered 

ideas at the time that have now been seen as must-do items; e.g., posting committee 

meeting attendance list on election papers, establishing an official role for Immediate Past 

Chairman, setting up a branch office with secretarial support, etc. I am delighted to see all 

these efforts contributed to the growth of the branch into a vibrant group of 800 members. 

I want to take this opportunity wishing the branch every success in the years ahead and our 

continuing mission to strive for a safer working environment for all the communities that we 

serve.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr CHAN Chung Shing, Alexander, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2005/2006)

As the Chairman (2005/2006), I wish to proffer my warmest congratulations to our branch, 

IOSH Hong Kong, on its 20th Anniversary (2019/2020).  

I still remember the three targets emphasised in my speech in the 2005 AGM:

1.  Organising at least 10 OSH activities for members yearly;

2.  Establishing the branch’s OSH Resource Centre;

3.  Promoting IOSH membership with a target number of 666.

Indeed all these targets were achieved; I was particularly happy that our membership 

number had grown to over 700 (as up to 28 February 2006).  Taking this opportunity, I must 

thank again all the EC members of 2005/2006 for their concerted effort in making the year 

so successful!

Having completed my chairmanship, I am still actively involved 

in some major programmes of the branch such as mentoring 

(since 2008), student research projects competition (since 

2012) and recently, peer review interview (since December 

2018).  Achievement of the President’s Silver Award in 2012 is 

an honour to me.  I really appreciate and thank IOSH and the 

branch for recognition of my contributions.

As a founding member serving the branch since its establishment, I witnessed its growth 

and achievements.  My presence in the 1st AGM (1999) and the 19th AGM (2019) is an 

example of evidence.  I am proud to be an IOSH member for over 30 years and an 

Honorary Advisor serving the branch for over 10 years.  I will continue to give my full 

support!
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr NG Mau Cheong, Philip, CMIOSH
Past Chairman (2006/2007)

As one of its founding committee members in 1999 and its chairman in 2006/2007, I 

congratulate IOSH Hong Kong in this very special 20th Anniversary on its successes to help 

promote occupational safety and health in the past two decades.

During my chairmanship in 2006/2007, I was honoured to promote IOSH Hong Kong 

through activities both locally and outside the territory, to name a few, which included : (i) 

networking with other four local safety associations to form a joint delegation to visit the 

Ministry of Construction of the PRC and the State Administration of Work Safety in Beijing, 

(ii) leading a delegation of the key office bearers of the then Executive Committee (EC) of 

the branch to visit Singapore Institution of Safety Officers, (iii) presenting a paper and a talk 

in the 22nd APOSHO Safety Conference in Thailand, (iv) leading the then EC to pay visits 

to the Guangzhou Association of Work Safety (GAWS), and (v) working closely with the 

then President of GAWS to reach an alliance and the signing of a Memorandum of 

Co-operation Agreement between GAWS and IOSH Hong Kong.

With the dedication and concerted effort of the ECs, as one of their Honorary Advisors in 

the past 12 years, I am confident that IOSH Hong Kong will continue to prosper and 

succeed in all its OSH endeavours.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Ir Professor Vincent Ho, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2007/2008)

My Chairman Incoming Message was “Some people see things and ask why, I dream 

things which never were and ask why not?”. We took step change by establishing the 

first-ever Branch Strategy Plan and Operating Guidelines to install a structured governance 

framework and an agreed roadmap for the following years.  

My second message was “Everyone has a role to play in safety.”. We reformed the 

committee structure for each member to take up a directorship position with defined 

responsibility to serve our members. We held nearly 50 activities in my term for our 

members. It worked.

My other message, “Embracing changes and prepare for expansion into new 

frontier”, sums it all up. The new governance system created a positive impact to the 

branch and the rest was history. We are now 800 members strong.

It has been an honour and privilege to serve as your 7th Chairman. I cannot fully convey my 

appreciation for all those who have helped move the branch forward during these years. I 

want to thank you all who provided your support and assistance.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Dr TSE Chun Kuen, Alex, CMIOSH
Past Chairman (2009/2010)

It gives me great pleasure to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong for all its achievements since 

its inception 20 years ago. 

I was very glad to be the Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 10 years ago, and involved in 

various activities on its 10th Anniversary. There were a lot of good memories to work with 

the committee members, thank you so much for their contributions to IOSH Hong Kong to 

make it grow even better.

Ever since its founding in 1999, IOSH Hong Kong has become a highly recognizing hub of 

nurturing local occupational safety and health professionals. The great efforts from Past 

Chairmen and committee members attracted more people to join and the number of 

members grows significantly to more than 800 now. It is nice to see more new faces to join 

activities organised by IOSH Hong Kong. Over the years, there were many remarkable 

activities in Hong Kong, China and beyond.

I would like to wish the 20th anniversary celebration of IOSH Hong Kong a memorable 

event, and all members continued success in their future endeavours.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Dr FONG Ping Vincent, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2010/2011)

I would like to share with you two major accomplishments of IOSH Hong Kong during my 

tenure (2010/2011) as Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong.

In May 2010, IOSH Hong Kong was granted the right from the Hong Kong Government to 

issue to its members of certain grades the equivalent qualification of the Mandatory Basic 

Safety Training Certificate (“Green Card”) under the F&IU Ordinance, reflecting our 

professional standing and trust from the Government.

On 1st December 2010, the Board of Trustees of IOSH appointed Mr Yu ShuXi as an 

Honorary Vice President of IOSH. Mr Yu was a senior government official for devising 

safety and health policy of Mainland China, marking a meaningful relationship between 

IOSH and the Government of Mainland China.

I am confident IOSH Hong Kong will continue to play an important role in assuring 

occupational safety and health in Hong Kong.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Ir POON Yut Ming, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2011/2012)

I joined IOSH as a corporate member in 1989 and actively participated in the Hong Kong 

branch since its formation in 1999. It was my greatest honour during my stay in the 

Executive Committee and undertook the Chairmanship of the branch during year 

2011/2012 as voluntary services to the Institution. On top of the regular events in the 

annual programme of the branch, I want to share two significant contributions during the 

period.

It was the first time that we organised the Annual Safety Conference followed by the Annual 

General Meeting for the branch members and the community. The conference was 

well-organised and has set good examples for similar events in the following years.

The branch Executive Committee provided supports to members in Singapore by carrying 

out friendly visits, technical talks and technical visits in both cities. The branch also sent 

members to deliver technical papers at the opening of WSH Seminar in Singapore for the 

purpose of establishing the branding of IOSH prior to the formation of Singapore branch. 

The branch EC members participated in the inauguration ceremony of Singapore branch 

together with the President Visit in April 2011.

I have full confidence the Hong Kong branch will continue to grow and continue to play its 

important role in raising the occupational safety and health standards in the industry. Last 

but not least, I honestly hope that the Hong Kong branch will maintain strong liaison and 

active collaboration with Singapore branch in the days ahead.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Ir Dr Sammy Wan, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2012/2013)

I am very delighted to extend my warm congratulation to the Hong Kong branch on its 20th 

anniversary. The branch is an important offshore branch in Asia which was founded by our 

trailblazer, Mr Andy Lo, and it has now become a stalwart professional body to lead the way 

in occupational safety and health. Looking back over the 20 years, the branch has left no 

stone unturned to join hands with our headquarters to realise our vision of promoting safer 

and healthier workplaces not only for Hong Kong but also for the world. I would like to 

extend my heartfelt wishes to the branch for continuing success in the future endeavour 

and more brilliant milestones to come.

It was a great honour for me to succeed the Chairman of the branch for 2012/13. In that 

period of time, we had a radical rethinking of safety leadership and innovation by signing a 

joint declaration to pledge to work towards achieving the vision of zero accident and 

connecting with renowned experts of the Construction Group such as Mr John Lacey in 

promoting construction safety. Meanwhile, we had nominated a few influential leaders such 

as Ir Dr Jacob Kam as our Honorary Vice President and Honorary Fellows to recognize 

their contribution and commitment to keeping people safe in workplaces. It was really my 

pleasure to connect with many passionate members in various groups and branches 

including many dedicated executive committee members, in particular of our sedulous 

precursor, Mr CHAN Chung Shing Alexander, and devoted mainstay, Mr Raymond Man.

I took up the chairmanship in the Year of the Dragon and the Chinese dragon represents 

wisdom, strength, noble and good fortune. I sincerely hope that this dragon will always 

drive out evil, brave our challenges ahead and bring good luck to the branch. With the 

profound contributions of many chairmen such as Ir Dr Vincent Fong, Ir POON Yut Ming 

and Dr Alex TSE over the past two decades and the hard work and endeavour of the 

existing executive committee, I am confident that the branch will continue to play a 

significant and influential role in the advancement of safety, health and wellbeing of people 

at work.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Ir TSE Wing Ning, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2013/2014)

It is my pleasure to extend my warmest congratulations to the IOSH Hong Kong 20th 

anniversary in 2020.

In the session of 2013/2014, we had 885 members and organised a total of 26 seminars, 

talks, workshops, conference and local/mainland/overseas technical visits. The visit to 

Singapore was an unforgettable one. Furthermore, the branch also supported 19 events.  

In the IOSH Network Conference, the branch got certificate for Hong Kong branch being 

‘Highly Commended’ for their entry to IOSH Excellence in Communications Award 2013.

I wish IOSH Hong Kong and all the members every success in the future.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Dr WAN Allen Chi Kong, Ph.D., CMIOSH
Past Chairman (2014/2015)

OSHs have no boundary.  I am grateful to assist IOSH Hong Kong to join the Asia-Pacific 

Occupational Safety and Health Ogranization (APOSHO) and the Hong Kong Federation 

of Occupational Safety and Health Associations (HKFOSHA), both in 2014.  This enhanced 

the Hong Kong branch’s role, not only within Hong Kong but extending to Asian and Pacific 

regions.  

As the chartered OSH organisation with 40,000+ world-wide members and celebrating 20 

years of heritage, we-HK-branch can “contribute more”.  Allow me to echo: “do Not ask 

what IOSH Hong Kong can do for You, Seek what you can Contribute to the IOSH 

community”, especially at the Hong Kong branch.  Not tilted by globalization or artificial 

intelligence, IOSH Hong Kong will continue to strategically lower the overall OSH risks for 

the betterment of our society.  
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr WONG Wai Yin, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2015/2016)

It is nice and special that the branch celebrates its 20th Anniversary in the year 2020.  

Wonderful numbers that make us easy to remember. I wish all the best for the growth of the 

branch!

Personally, I must admit that I have been greatly influenced by IOSH, from my getting the 

IOSH qualification and membership in late 80’s in the start of my career as a young safety 

practitioner, to my then practicing as a safety professional in the booming construction 

industry of Hong Kong, to the present retirable age of career life, yet never thinking of 

retiring from the personal goal/mission of protecting the safety and health of the working 

people.

Our colleagues, our managers, or our clients will not view us as of a higher standing just 

because of our possessing the IOSH qualification/membership, but will see how we can 

really help them to solve the OSH problems. The organisational role of a safety practitioner 

may be that of a manager or an advisor, but a successful safety professional is more than 

‘managing’ or ‘advising’ – it is ‘influencing’.

At the community level, the branch, as a professional organisation, plays an important role 

in ‘influencing’ the various sectors of Hong Kong, from industrial to commercial, from 

employers to employees, from educational to legal …. whatever related to OSH.

We shall not forget, of course, that the “influencing power” of the branch will depend on the 

“influencing power” of its every individual member, i.e. you and me. Let us keep on 

sharpening and brightening ourselves, and work together even harder to gain the interest 

and respect of people toward OSH, toward prevention of accidents.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr MA Chi Sing, CFIOSH
Past Chairman (2016/2017)

IOSH Hong Kong, is a family of Occupational Safety and Health Practitioners, which 

provides close links among members as well as networking to elsewhere, either locally or 

internationally, that are beneficial and helpful to ensure a safer and healthy workplace for 

everybody. 

We see IOSH Hong Kong is growing and becomes the biggest professional safety and 

health organisation through hard working by executive committee members, who are 

volunteered to contribute their valuable times after work. 

Over the years, a wide range of professional development events has been successfully 

organised in form of conference, seminars, talks, workshops and technical visits etc., 

especially the student project competition and presentation, which provides a platform for 

our members and the students of IOSH accredited bachelor and master degree 

programmes to explore and discuss health and safety research studies in Hong Kong. 

We encourage more new and young people to join us and give them opportunities to 

contribute and to innovate for the growth of IOSH Hong Kong. 

I wish IOSH Hong Kong could be further developed with full supports of our members in a 

successful way to promoting safety and health.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr CHU Chun Wah, CMIOSH
Past Chairman (2017/2018)

It’s my honour to make a few remarks in the anniversary booklet and express my gratitude 

again to the executive members who had contributed a lot to promote the image of the 

Hong Kong branch. The objectives of the committee are to promote safety and health in the 

workplace and reduce work-related accident by enhancing the professionalism of our 800 

members. In the year of 2017/2018, the branch successfully provided platforms for 

networking and sharing through website, newsletters, seminars, technical visits, 

conferences as well as professional links with other stakeholders, either locally or 

internationally. Typical examples were the attendance of the APOSHO 32 at Singapore and 

the network meeting held in the Headquarters UK. These events provided effective 

platforms so that I could share the experience with the organising committee of the 

Singapore branch in launching the APOSHO 33 in 2018. In the network meeting held in UK, 

attendees shared the effective ways in managing a branch, exchanged views on the 

strategies to promote the images of IOSH and the possible guidance that could render to 

the junior members in upgrading their professionalism. All in all, my personal view that the 

greatest success achieved in the year of 2017/2018 was to have the Peer Review Interview 

of the Initial Professional Development Programme held in Hong Kong.
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Congratulatory Message from Past Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong 

Mr NG Ho Kong, Evan, CMIOSH
Past Chairman (2018/2019)

It gives me great pleasure to give my warmest congratulations to our branch on the 

occasion of its 20th Anniversary.

During my tenure as Chairman in 2018/2019, we arranged OSH conference, seminars and 

technical visits for our members and reviewed our action plan to strive to meet our 

members’ interest and expectations after the satisfaction survey that was conducted by HQ 

in early 2019. 

On 4th and 6th December 2018, the flagship OSH event - The Asia-Pacific Occupational 

Safety and Health Organization (APOSHO) 33 Annual Conference and Annual General 

Meeting, which was hosted by IOSH and supported by the branch, was successfully held 

in Hong Kong. Over 350 delegates including policy-makers, professionals and government 

officials and more participated in the event. Seminars and OSH Student Research Projects 

Competition Award were held at the two-day conference. The branch also held a digital 

photo competition with the theme of “A safe place of work” in the conference. It attracted 

overwhelming submissions from different countries in the Asia Pacific region. The success 

of the Conference definitely paved the way for the continuity of OSH professional 

engagement in the Asia Pacific region.

I wish the Hong Kong branch every success over the next 20 years.
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 

  We engineer Hong Kong’s Development 
 

Civil Engineering and 
Development Department 

 

Director of Civil Engineering  
and Development 

香港九龍公主道 101 號  

土木工程拓展署大樓  

Civil Engineering and Development Building, 
101 Princess Margaret Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 

Mr LO Kwok Wah, Kelvin
Director of Drainage Services
Drainage Services Department

I would like to extend my warmest congratulations to the Hong Kong branch of the 

Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH Hong Kong) on reaching its 20th 

anniversary. IOSH Hong Kong has been one of the leading trainers and advisors for safety 

and health professionals in Hong Kong, and has made significant achievements in 

advancing safety and health knowledge and practices locally. I am sure that IOSH Hong 

Kong will continue to strive for advancement of the industries with its expertise for safer and 

healthier working environments. 

May I wish IOSH Hong Kong every success in its future endeavours.
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 

(
)
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 

Mr CHAN P. M., Jimmy, JP
Director of Highways
Highways Department

It gives me great pleasure to offer my warmest congratulations to the Institution of 
Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) (IOSH Hong Kong) on the occasion of its 20th 
Anniversary.

Over the past two decades, IOSH Hong Kong has made remarkable achievement in 
promoting professional excellence in occupational safety and health in our city. I have no 
doubt that the Institution will continue to strive for enhancement of professional practices in 
creating a safer and healthier working environment in Hong Kong.

On behalf of the Highways Department, I wish IOSH Hong Kong and its members 
continued success in its future endeavours.
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 

Mr CHAN Ka Shun, Carlson, JP
Commissioner for Labour
Labour Department

An Ideal Nurturing 

Ground for Professionals 

in Occupational Safety 

and Health 
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Congratulatory Message from Government Official 
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr SUM Wai Hon, Daniel
Chairman
Chartered Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors
(Hong Kong Region)

It is my great honor and pleasure to celebrate the IOSH Hong Kong 20th Anniversary. 

IOSH Hong Kong has been promoting the safer, healthier and more sustainable working 

environment in Hong Kong industry by their service and contribution including the 

professional development programme, events, helplines, and up-to-date technical advice. 

The IOSH approved courses also provide valuable knowledge, skills and qualifications for 

their members and the industries’ practitioners.

I hope IOSH Hong Kong will continue their great contribution to the Hong Kong industry 

and enhance the safe and healthy working environments in Hong Kong.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr Venus Lun
President (2018/2020)
The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport in Hong Kong

Congratulation to IOSH Hong Kong for 20 years of success.  The organisation has 

achieved tremendous growth and has built eminent goodwill in the community.  On this 

special day, IOSH Hong Kong deserves another big round of applause for all your 

organisation’s hard works and unconditional dedications in promoting safer and healthier 

working environments in Hong Kong. Congratulations on the 20th Anniversary!  

Wishing IOSH Hong Kong many more years of unparalleled success.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Professor LEUNG Ping Chung
Emeritus Professor
Department of Orthopaedics & Traumatology
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

My sincere Congratulations to the 20th Anniversary of IOSH Hong Kong.

I don’t need to reiterate the remarkable achievements of IOSH Hong Kong ever since its 

establishment in 1999 which all of us greatly appreciate: from training courses on safety, 

safety promotions, to regional collaborations and development.

IOSH Hong Kong’s role in the coming years is going to be more important.  Hong Kong 

Government’s major project “Construction2.0”: from the “Lantau Tomorrow Vision” to the 

“Cavern Development”…… etc., are all looking forward to the support and contributions 

from IOSH Hong Kong.

Let us all applaud to the foreseeable achievements of IOSH Hong Kong in the coming 

decade.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Ir Allan Chan
President
The Hong Kong Construction Association Limited

I am delighted to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong on its 20th anniversary. 

Over the past 20 years, IOSH Hong Kong strives to uphold its core value of promoting 

construction safety, sharing safe work practices and strengthening safety culture in the 

industry. The commitment to achieve better workplace safety performance, IOSH Hong 

Kong through introduction of safety enhancement measures positively contributed to raise 

safety awareness of all industry stakeholders. 

I wish IOSH Hong Kong every success.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr Felix Li
President
The Hong Kong Institute of Architects

It is my great pleasure to extend my warmest congratulations to the Institution of 

Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) on its 20th years of establishment. Your 

contribution in promoting the occupational safety and health, with excellent leadership and 

practice of building and construction are well reckoned. 

On behalf of The Hong Kong Institute of Architects, may I sincerely wish your branch every 

success in the years to come.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Ir YU S.M., Ringo
President for Session 2019/2020
The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers

On behalf of The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers, I would like to extend our heartfelt 

congratulations to the 20th Anniversary of the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health 

(Hong Kong) (IOSH Hong Kong).

Established since 1999, IOSH Hong Kong has been dedicated to providing various 

learning opportunities to equip members with professional knowledge to help create 

workplaces that are safer, healthier and more sustainable. Under IOSH Hong Kong’s main 

theme “Inheritance and Development” in 2019/2020, I am certain that more talents would 

be nurtured and supported for the continuing development of your branch.

May I take this opportunity to wish IOSH Hong Kong and your members every success in 

the years to come.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr CHAN Chi Wai, Richard, JP
Chairman (2019/2020)
Mechanical, Marine, Naval Architecture and Chemical Division
The Hong Kong Institution of Engineers

Congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong on the occasion of their 20th Anniversary.  This is 

indeed a milestone to celebrate!

During the last 20 years, IOSH Hong Kong has been playing a vital role not only in 

providing training and guidance to safety and health professionals but also in contributing 

greatly to Hong Kong as a professional advisor to the industry in a dynamic and 

forward-thinking ways focused on safety and health.

Their longevity is a ringing endorsement of their professionalism and genuine concern for 

the industry.

On this special occasion, HKIE-MMNC would like to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong on 20 

years of outstanding success as the largest membership organisation for safety and 

health professionals in Hong Kong.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr LEUNG Wai Kwong, Daron
President
Hong Kong Occupational Safety and Health Association

It is my greatest honour in extending my heartiest congratulations to the Institution of 

Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) on their 20th Anniversary. 

Over the past two decades, IOSH Hong Kong plays a paramount important role in 

promoting and developing safety professionalism. Their strenuous efforts not only 

achieved significant results but also received extraordinary recognition in Hong Kong. 

On behalf of the Hong Kong Occupational Safety and Health Association, I would like to 

wish IOSH Hong Kong a great success in celebrating their 20th Anniversary and continuing 

their mission in the years ahead.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr CHING Man Chuen, Simon
President
The Hong Kong Registered Safety Auditors Association

Congratulations to the 20th anniversary of IOSH Hong Kong. IOSH Hong Kong has been 

receiving extensive support from all safety practitioners and organisation and has 

achieved remarkable result during the past two decades, with an increase in the number 

of members year by year.

These 20 years of experience and achievements have unique and profound significance. 

IOSH Hong Kong has become a global charter agency and a leading member 

organisation of safety and health professionals.

We sincerely hope the spirit of IOSH Hong Kong will continue to gain ground, thus creating 

a better safety culture in Hong Kong.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr T. M. Kwong
Head, College of Humanities and Law
School of Professional and Continuing Education
The University of Hong Kong

Over the last two decades, IOSH Hong Kong has been playing a vital and proactive role 

in uplifting the professionalism of the local OSH industry and fostering a culture of safety 

and health. Along the growing awareness of health and safety, its contribution to the entire 

society is immense.

Looking forward, I wish IOSH Hong Kong a continuing success in leading us to becoming 

a more caring, supportive and productive city.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr Eric Li
Chairman
Institution of Civil Engineers Hong Kong Association

It is my pleasure to congratulate the 20th Anniversary of IOSH Hong Kong.

Under the leadership and continuous endeavor of IOSH Hong Kong, the working 

environment has been transformed with the safeguarding of the construction 

professionals and workers in occupational safety, health and wellbeing.

May I wish IOSH Hong Kong continued success and development in the years to come.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr Clement Chung
Chairman
The Institution of Mechanical Engineers
Hong Kong Branch

I am delighted to extend my heartfelt congratulations on the 20th anniversary of the 

Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong).

Over the past two decades, the institution has made valuable contribution to nurture safety 

and health professionals in Hong Kong and beyond, making an increasing impact to 

create better workplaces.

Major changes in urban development, digital technology and sustainable development are 

bringing new challenges and opportunities for engineers to design for and in an 

environment that is safer, healthier and more resilient. We look forward to continuing our 

partnership to harness technology to improve the working lives of people and the work 

they do.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr Steven Low, CFIOSH
Chairman (2020/2021)
IOSH Singapore Branch

Mr Darren Brunton, CFIOSH
Immediate Past Chairman
IOSH Singapore Branch

As Immediate Past Chairman and current Chairman of the IOSH Singapore Branch, we 

wish to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong on the significant achievement and celebrate with 

you on your 20th Anniversary. Our branches have worked closely over the previous 10 

years and it has been a pleasure working with passionate likeminded people with the 

vision of ‘making the difference’ in the world of safety within the Asian Region and 

Globally. Our branch has valued the support from Hong Kong since we started our journey 

as a branch 10 years ago, and we look forward to working together with you and the team 

who follow in the years ahead.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr LAM Yau Hing, Peter
Chairman (2018/2019)
Hong Kong Industrial Safety Association

On behalf of the Hong Kong Industrial Safety Association, I would like to extend my 

warmest congratulations to all on the occasion of the IOSH Hong Kong 20th Anniversary 

this year.

With increasing demands for a safe working environment and promoting safety culture, 

the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) has striven to bring 

awareness of occupational safety and successfully created safety norm in the industry in 

the past years.

I wish the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) and its members 

every success in all future endeavors.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Ir Professor LAU C. W., James, BBS, JP
Regional Group Chairman
The Institution of Structural Engineers (Hong Kong Region)
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr CHAN Y.S., Isabelle
Chairlady (2019/2020)
The Institute of Safety and Health Practitioners

It is with great pleasure that I extend my warmest greetings to members and friends of 

IOSH Hong Kong on its 20th Anniversary.

Established in 1999, IOSH Hong Kong has been working closely with its head office and 

local institutes to support and develop safety and health professionals in different fields. 

Taking this opportunity, I would like to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong for all of the 

remarkable achievements.

On behalf of the Institute of Safety and Health Practitioners, I offer IOSH Hong Kong my 

best wishes for a most memorable anniversary and for every success in the future.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Ar FUNG Y.S., Ada, BBS
President
The Lighthouse Club Hong Kong

On behalf of the Committee and the Members of The Lighthouse Club Hong Kong and on 

my own behalf, I would like to express my sincere congratulations to the Institution of 

Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) on its 20th anniversary.

Your commitment and dedication to promote occupational safety and health is admirable. 

Your efforts towards continuing professional development and supporting young talents to 

meet future challenges mean a huge achievement in the construction industry.

On the occasion of its 20th anniversary, I wish the Institution of Occupational Safety and 

Health (Hong Kong) every success and prosperity in its future endeavors.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr TSE Chun Kuen, Alex
Programme Director
Li Ka Shing School of Professional and Continuing Education
The Open University of Hong Kong

My heartiest congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong on its 20th Anniversary. 

The occupational safety and health programmes offered by Li Ka Shing School of 

Professional and Continuing Education, The Open University of Hong Kong were 

accredited by IOSH. Graduates of these programmes are eligible to become Graduate 

Members, Technical Members or Associate Members. IOSH Hong Kong provided different 

activities to its members, to enrich their knowledge and skills in occupational safety and 

health.

Over the years, IOSH Hong Kong has committed to promoting occupational safety and 

health with professional bodies and universities from both local and overseas. By doing 

so, it has played an instrumental role in advancing health and safety level and nurturing 

safety professionals in different industries.

I thank IOSH Hong Kong for its 20 years of remarkable contributions, and wish it even 

greater success in the years ahead.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr TSANG C. W., Daniel
Associate Professor, Programme Leader (EOSH)
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

I take great pleasure in congratulating the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health 

(Hong Kong) on this 20th anniversary celebration. Ever since its establishment, IOSH 

Hong Kong has become a highly recognized hub of nurturing health and safety 

professionals for Hong Kong. It has admirably committed itself to serving around 800 

members, promoting best practices, and regulating the industry to ensure a safer, 

healthier, and more sustainable way of working. I am confident that IOSH Hong Kong will 

continue to play a significant role in the professions and I wish its members continued 

success in their future endeavors.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr LOO Hon Sung
Head, Health, Safety and Environment
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

I congratulate the Hong Kong branch of the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health 

(IOSH) most warmly on the occasion of its 20th Anniversary. 

The Institution is renowned world-wide for its leading role in the training and development 

of occupational safety and health professionals.  Over the years, the Hong Kong branch 

has made good efforts in furthering the professionalism of its members.  

With increasing awareness of the importance of safety and health in workplaces of various 

industries, the branch’s main theme “Inheritance and Development” in 2019/2020 is a key 

to provide most valuable insight and innovative ideas for the occupational safety and 

health industry. 

I wish IOSH Hong Kong and its members continued success and look forward to our close 

cooperation in the future. 
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Ir Dr K. K. Tong
President (Session 2018/2020)
The Society of Operations Engineers (Hong Kong Region)

On behalf of The Society of Operations Engineers (Hong Kong Region), I am pleased to 

convey our sincere congratulations to the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health 

(Hong Kong) on her 20th Anniversary Celebration.

Throughout the past 20 years, IOSH Hong Kong has been playing a key role in promoting 

occupational health and safety to the industries, and providing a learning platform for 

members to exchange and enhance knowledge.

On this joyous occasion, may I extend our best wishes to IOSH Hong Kong for her 

continuous growth and success in the years ahead.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Mr SHING Wai Lam, Johnny
President
Society of Registered Safety Officers

On behalf of the Society of Registered Safety Officers, I would like to extend my heartfelt 

congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong on its 20th Anniversary.

Throughout the years, IOSH Hong Kong has been successful in organisation of various 

events in enhancing occupational safety and health to the practitioners and promoting 

best practices to the industry.  We look forward to working in partnership with IOSH Hong 

Kong to creatively enhance the benefits to the profession, industry and the community at 

large.

May I take this opportunity to wish IOSH Hong Kong and all your members every success 

in the years ahead.
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Congratulatory Message from Professional Organisation 

Dr LI Chi Moon
Senior Manager (Operational Safety)
Health, Safety and Environment Office
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

It gives me great pleasure to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong for all its achievements since 

its inception in 1999. The branch always plays an important role in fostering safety culture 

and enhancing the occupational safety and health at work in Hong Kong. The 20th 

Anniversary is a time for the branch looking ahead to meet new challenges.  

I wish your branch every success in all its future endeavours in the field of occupational 

safety and health.
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Mr Bernie Doyle
Secretary General
Asia-Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization

Please accept my sincere congratulations on the anniversary of achieving 20 years as a 

leading Safety Organization in South East Asia.

During the last 20 years, IOSH Hong Kong has continued to be seen a tour de force in the 

safety world. This has been demonstrated both as an organization, but also of the highly 

motivated individuals who serve as members.

During my time with APOSHO, IOSH Hong Kong has been outstanding contributors and 

pillars of knowledge during our committee meeting.

Their contribution to APOSHO has been exemplary.
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Mr Dexue Wang
President
China Occupational Safety and Health Association

On the 20th anniversary of IOSH Hong Kong, on behalf of the China Occupational Safety 

and Health Association, I would like to extend my heartfelt congratulations to you and your 

colleagues.

Under the leadership of the Chairmen, IOSH Hong Kong has made many contributions in 

improving the occupational safety and health in Hong Kong, further improving the 

occupational safety and health standards in various industries. Also it attracted young 

talents and pioneering, and got outstanding achievements in the occupational safety and 

health field in Hong Kong in the past 20 years.

I wish IOSH Hong Kong continues to make greater progress on the new starting point!
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Mr Yamaki, Nobuyki
President
Japan Industrial Safety and Health Association

On behalf of the Japan Industrial Safety and Health Association, I offer you 

congratulations on the 20th Anniversary of IOSH Hong Kong.

I really appreciate you have been contributing very much to development and promotion 

of OSH under the high-minded vision “a safe and healthy world of work.”

We are going to host APOSHO35 Tokyo in 2021. Learning from your great efforts to have 

gotten the glorious success in APOSHO 33 Hong Kong in 2018, we would like to achieve 

success as well.

We believe our good relationship and cooperation will continue forever.

Last but not least, we sincerely wish you further success and development.
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Dr Shawaludin Bin Husin
President
Malaysian Society for Occupational Safety & Health

MSOSH
EST. 1971

MALAYSIAN SOCIETY FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH

On behalf of Malaysian Society for Occupational Safety and Health (MSOSH), we would 

like to congratulate IOSH Hong Kong on the 20th Anniversary celebration. I strongly 

believe for the past 20 years, IOSH Hong Kong has significantly contributed to the 

development and promotion of OSH leading to the rising of OSH awareness among the 

communities and industries. Hopefully, IOSH Hong Kong will continually devote the 

professional commitment to overcome future challenges to enable you to achieve your 

vision. All the very best and Take Care.
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Dr Do Tran Hai
Director General
Vietnam National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health

On behalf of the Vietnam National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 

(VNNIOSH), I would like to send our heartfelt congratulations to the Institution of 

Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) on the occasion of the 20th Anniversary.

For the past two decades, basing on the “Inheritance and Development”, the Institution of 

Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) has become a prestige organization and 

play a very important professional role in ensuring safety and health for workers in Hong 

Kong.  

The experiences of the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (Hong Kong) are also 

good lessons, helping our Institute in particular and the OSH of Vietnam in general. 

Hopefully, in the upcoming time, the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (Hong 

Kong) and VNNIOSH will develop closer and more sustainable, effective cooperation 

activities.

VNNIOSH takes the opportunity to wish the Institution of Occupational Safety and Health 

(Hong Kong) continuing success and will achieve new heights in all spheres in the years 

to come.
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Mr Lalit R. Gabhane
Director General
National Safety Council, India

It is heartening to know that IOSH Hong Kong is celebrating its 20th Anniversary in the year 

2020. Ever since its inception in the year 1999, IOSH Hong Kong has made a very 

commendable contribution to the OSH field in various ways such as providing free and 

practical tools and resources to help safety and health professionals and organisations to 

create safe and healthy working environment.

As I am aware, their campaign on Occupational Cancer ‘No Time to Lose’ has produced a 

suite of resources to help organisations and individuals manage the risk of workplace 

carcinogens. At National Safety Council, India, we have association with IOSH through a 

common platform of the Asia-Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization 

(APOSHO). Last 20 years of IOSH Hong Kong have been highly satisfying.

I wish a good luck for their future endeavours and initiatives for safety of mankind and 

environment.
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Mr Ameerali Abdeali, JP
Hon President
National Safety Council of Singapore

My heartiest congratulations to Chairman Cheung Ho Ming, Duane and all members of 

IOSH Hong Kong on your 20th Anniversary. This is indeed a significant milestone in your 

continuing journey to raise standards of safety and health in workplaces. 

NSC Singapore is proud and honoured to work alongside with IOSH Hong Kong at the 

Asia-Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization (APOSHO) which is a forum to 

raise awareness on the importance of workplace safety and health, share knowledge and 

expertise in this field and thereby strengthen safety management systems in the region. 

We have learnt much from your wisdom and more importantly we have fostered strong and 

enduring friendships. 

We assure you of our full support as we pledge to continue to work in close partnership with 

IOSH Hong Kong both at the bilateral and regional level in furtherance of our common 

goals. 

Congratulations again! We wish you many more years of growth and progress.
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Congratulatory Message from Member of APOSHO 

Assoc. Prof. Dr Chalermchai Chaikittiporn
President
Safety and Health at Work Promotion Association (Thailand)

On behalf of the Safety and Health at Work Promotion Association (Thailand) under the 

patronage of the HRH Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn (SHAWPAT), I would like to 

express our sincere congratulations to IOSH Hong Kong upon the auspicious occasion of 

their 20th anniversary this year.

For over the past two decades (since 1999), we are very pleased to have seen the IOSH 

Hong Kong’s growing success as an important part of the world’s largest leading global 

organisation for health and safety professionals – the Institution of Occupational Safety 

and Health (IOSH).

Likewise, SHAWPAT is also one of oldest non-governmental organisations which have 

been actively promoting occupational safety and health in Thailand for nearly 33 years and 

a long-time committed member of the Asia-Pacific Occupational Safety and Health 

Organization (APOSHO). Thus, we hope to see that IOSH Hong Kong would continue their 

strong support and contribution towards our common goals and vision to develop and 

establish a well-accepted International OSH Management Standard as well as a 

sustainable Safety Culture of Prevention for workplaces in the Asia-Pacific region.

Finally, we wish IOSH Hong Kong and all management team every success with all their 

key objectives as well as their present projects on the theme of “Inheritance and 

Development”, their local key challenges including the “Lantau Tomorrow Vision”, and all 

other strategic plans in the future.
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20-Year OSH Path and Beyond
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Interview Excerpts: The 20-Year Path of IOSH Hong Kong

Mr LO Hon Yeung, Andy, CFIOSH
Founding Chairman (1999/2001)
IOSH Hong Kong

Andy met with Professor 
Richard Booth, forging a 
professional relationship 
and a long-lasting 
friendship that would later 
secure the establishment 
of IOSH Hong Kong.

1982

Andy Lo was the founding Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong, which started from Andy Lo as 

the chairman of the organising committee. Duane Cheung joined Andy as a member of the 

organising committee. The pair met initially in early 1999 to share experiences and from 

that point the committee idea was developed and work started on generating a Hong Kong 

branch.

Andy Lo talked with Duane Cheung in June 2020 about his experience linked with IOSH 

Hong Kong. Below are some excerpts:

What made you participate in the setting-up of IOSH Hong Kong?

My safety career has been over 40 years. From 1978 to 1990, I worked as a lecturer and 

the course leader for the Certificate of Proficiency in Industrial Safety in the Industrial 

Centre of the Hong Kong Polytechnic (now upgraded and renamed as The Hong Kong 

Polytechnic University).

In 1982, I studied at Aston University, United Kingdom for the Certificate in Occupational 

Health and Safety. I had an in-depth study for duty of care to workers stipulated in the 

Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974. I observed that Hong Kong was short of similar 

provisions and workers in Hong Kong at that time faced high safety risks each day. I met 

Professor Richard Booth who was my lecturer during the course. He was later the 

President of IOSH in 1986/1988.
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Interview Excerpts: The 20-Year Path of IOSH Hong Kong

Andy started to team up with members 
to set up the Organising Committee.

1998

In 1980s and 1990s, I met Professor Richard Booth and two IOSH key persons, namely 

Allan St. John Holt (Past President 1983/1984 and 1988/1989) and John Barrell (OBE, 

IOSH Chief Executive 1981/2000) in Hong Kong to learn more on their establishment and 

desire to develop the Hong Kong branch. 

How did you set up and run the Organising Committee?  

In 1998, I teamed up with other IOSH members to set up the Organising Committee. This 

included different safety stakeholders, including Works Branch and its government works 

departments, Labour Department, Occupational Safety and Health Council, Mass Transit 

Railway, utility companies, engineering consultants and construction companies. In fact, I 

am pleased to note that quite a number of Organising Committee members eventually 

became branch Chairmen over the past 20 years. I recall that drafting of the branch 

constitutions was the most important task because it needed to sustain the branch’s 

development.

Founding Members of the Organising Committee in the 1st AGM

(From left to right) C.K. Wong, C.K. Yu, Vincent Fong, Danny Shum, 

Frankie Hau, Ricky Ho, Y.M. Poon, Nina Wrightson OBE, C.K. Pan, 

Andy Lo, George Wong, C.S. Chan, Ernest Hung, Jacob Kam 

(Duane Cheung and S.T. Lam were absent)
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Interview Excerpts: The 20-Year Path of IOSH Hong Kong

IOSH Hong Kong was officially 
incorporated on 2.7.1999.

1999

What are the major achievements during your chairmanship? 

We made the Hong Kong branch transparent and open. Regular Executive Committee 

meetings were conducted twice every three months. We stressed consultation. All 

Executive Committee members were proactively invited to express their views for 

consultation papers. 

A major challenge was budget. The Hong Kong branch had a much bigger need on 

administration than other IOSH branches, such as the need to maintain a proper record to 

meet Labour Department’s requirements of all Continuing Professional Development 

events from application to certification. Also, IOSH Hong Kong had a role of acting as a 

bridge for near-by countries in the Asia Pacific region. I worked closely with Jacob Kam, the 

2nd Chairman, in seeking funds from IOSH for the deployment of a part-time secretary to 

handle the branch activities to balance the operational need and limited budget. 

Special thanks for the support from Sarah Hamilton (IOSH Networks & International 

Director 1998 to 2014), Rob Strange (IOSH Chief Executive, OBE 2001 to 2013) and Paul 

Faupel (IOSH Past President 2000 to 2002). They were the key persons in consolidating 

branch’s further establishment and onward growth.

We also developed different guidelines, including focusing seminars on occupational safety 

and health and non-commercial events. We also set up working committees and task force 

groups, including External Affair Committee, Membership Committee, Education and 

Training Committee and Seminar Committee.
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Interview Concerpts: The 20-Year Path of IOSH Hong Kong

IOSH Hong Kong became a full 
member of APOSHO in 2015.

2015

I remembered Jacob’s emphasis on the importance of handing over a well-function and 

well-preserved organisation to the next executive committee, providing them an 

environment in which to thrive. Jacob also pioneered the one-year rule for the 

chairmanship to encourage more occupational safety and health leaders to participate in 

the branch development. To date, we have had 19 Chairmen.

What are your achievements related to IOSH after your chairmanship?

From 2003 to 2009 (6 years), I was a Council Member in the Council of Management of 

IOSH. From 2009 to 2015 (6 years), I was a Vice President of IOSH. From 2015 to present, 

I have continued to work as a Council Member. In short, I continue acting as a bridge 

between the Headquarters and the Hong Kong branch.

I was invited to give talks in a lot of Continuing Professional Development seminars. I also 

co-ordinated IOSH Presidents, including John Lacey, Lawrence Waterman, Tim Briggs, Ian 

Harper, Graham Parker, Craig Foyle and many more for their Presidential Visits to Hong 

Kong and Guangzhou. They acted as speakers for Works Bureau’s Safety Week in Hong 

Kong during their visits and met other safety stakeholders, including Hong Kong 

Construction Industry Council, Occupational Safety and Health Council, Housing 

Department, Hong Kong Institution of Engineers. I also helped liaise with Tim Briggs, IOSH 

Past President, to provide mentoring trainings. Since then, Hong Kong started having its 

own mentors. 

I attended the annual Asia-Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization 

(APOSHO) events on behalf of IOSH from 2010 to 2018 and assisted the branch to 

become a full member in 2015. IOSH then hosted APOSHO 33 in Hong Kong in 2018.
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Interview Concerpts: The 20-Year Path of IOSH Hong Kong

In the last 20 years, IOSH 

Hong Kong has established 

itself as a major force for 

advocating workplace safety 

and health.

2020

What should be the foci of IOSH Hong Kong in the next decade? 

I believe that there are three fundamental principles, namely Workplace and Legislative 

Compliance; Occupational Safety and Health Management System; and Human Factors 

and Behaviors, in enhancing health and safety. Over the last 40 years, we have achieved 

excellent results in the first two. Perhaps, it is about time to concentrate our efforts on the 

Human Factors and Behaviors.

Conclusions

Andy’s sharing allows us to see a framework of the branch’s path over the past 20 years 

and before. The branch has enjoyed his continued service. Andy has played a vital role in 

both establishing and developing the Hong Kong branch. 
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20 Years of Concerted Efforts to Improve Safety

Dr Jacob Kam 
CEO
MTR Corporation

In the last 20 years, safety management and occupational health and safety performance 

in Hong Kong has come a long way, through the relentless efforts of regulators, employers, 

workers and of course, safety professionals.

I will try to chart some of our progress in this period, making reference to some of my 

experience in my company.

20+ years ago, compliance with prescriptive safety procedures was the main approach to 

safety.  This remains a critical component of safety management to date.  However, to cope 

with a fast-changing working environment, many countries found that safety and health 

need systematic management.  Compliance with safety procedures forms only part of this 

systematic management.  Safety and occupational health management systems require 

co-ordinated efforts by companies (and work teams) to manage the whole delivery of work, 

including understanding and mitigation of safety risks, establishing safe working methods, 

assuring competency of staff at all levels, procuring the right materials, maintaining tools 

and machinery in safe conditions, learning from lessons to improve, auditing and checking, 

to name but a few essential aspects.  This also made people realise that safety is not only 

a matter for the front-line departments but is a matter that requires the whole company to 

work together.
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20 Years of Concerted Efforts to Improve Safety

Another area of progress is the attention to safety culture and safety awareness.  We try to 

appeal not only to people’s minds, but also to their hearts (feelings).  We also remind 

people of specific hazards in their specific tasks, so they can better understand why safety 

measures are important to them (in order to control the hazard / to mitigate the risk).

Throughout the period, the regulators introduced modern regulations (such as those for 

safety management), guidelines, new concepts (such as those promoted by the CDM 

construction safety regulations in UK), and publishing incident alerts to raise awareness 

and share lessons learnt.  Safety professionals, collectively through their professional 

bodies (such as IOSH), also helped to promote progress in regulatory regimes, shared 

global best practices, and raised safety awareness among business leaders and the rest of 

the society.

As my company went into global businesses in this period, we found that our Hong Kong 

experiences in safety management and risk management provided a solid ground for 

working in different countries.  Sometimes, we helped to raise standards in other places, 

and of course we also learnt new best practices along the way.

Safety is a never-ending journey.  Even if we can achieve zero injury for one whole year, 

we continue to face the challenges of keeping it at zero.  This will require safety and health 

professionals of every generation to work together with our communities to achieve “a 

world of zero harm”.
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Hong Kong Branch on the IOSH Map since 2000

I started working for IOSH in January 2002, when the Hong Kong branch was already well 

established. My earlier roles at IOSH as an International Affairs Officer, required lots of 

overseas travel including visiting our HK branch. The rich culture of Asia had always 

fascinated me and my trips to visit our Hong Kong members was always a joy not only from 

a work point of view but also on a personal level. The sense of hospitality from our Hong 

Kong members meant that when work meetings were over, the discussions could carry on 

over a meal. Our local volunteers often went out of their ways to take IOSH staff and the 

visiting President for delicious meals and entertaining visits to see the local sights. 

The impressive Tian Tan Buddha on Lantau Island and the iconic skyline at night seen from 

a boat are only a few of many cherished memories. The seafood suppers on Lamma Island 

where the President was presented with the “fish head to the Head of IOSH” is a memory 

that always brings a smile to our face when reminiscing over some of the many outings with 

our branch volunteers.

Through their hard work and tenacity, several of our Hong Kong volunteers have extended 

their influence well beyond Hong Kong. The branch committee have been actively 

developing links with key bodies in mainland China, the university in Macau and also by 

some members being appointed as council members for IOSH.

Ms Laurence Dufour
Global Network Manager
Institution of Occupational Safety and Health
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Visit from Andy Lo at IOSH Head Office 
Wigston, Leicestershire UK in February 
2002

Visit from Laurence Dufour at the AGM 
in Hong Kong in May 2018

The branch over the years has taken an active part in key events in the H&S calendar such 

as the Hong Kong Construction Week and its membership to APOSHO has strongly 

contributed to put IOSH “on the map” in the region. 

The group of branch mentors has also been instrumental in fostering links with the local 

universities, promoting IOSH membership and standards to OSH students in Hong Kong; 

hence supporting the next generation of OSH professionals in Hong Kong. 

The adaptation of the “No Time to Lose” campaign on occupational cancer, through MTR in 

2015 was one of many examples demonstrating the hard work, passion and commitment of 

our local members to fly the flag of IOSH and contribute to making a difference to the health 

and safety of local workers.

I personally feel privileged to have had the opportunity to work with our Hong Kong 

volunteers over the years, whose work ethics and passion is exemplar. Some of those 

volunteers are not only inspiring colleagues but lifelong friends. Happy birthday IOSH Hong 

Kong!

Hong Kong Branch on the IOSH Map since 2000
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IOSH Hong Kong’s Role on Safety - Inheritance and Development 

Mr CHEUNG Ho Ming, Duane, CMIOSH
Chairman (2019/2020)
IOSH Hong Kong

Why do I want to become Chairman of IOSH Hong Kong?

Apart from being a Chartered Member of IOSH, I am also a Chartered Civil Engineer and 

have engaged in civil engineering project management for long. I see IOSH membership 

helps me connect with like-minded people and I wanted to give back and help IOSH with 

its commitments to Future of Work 2022 strategy.

After having personal involvement in the Airport Core Programme Project, I felt that Hong 

Kong needed an internationally recognized safety professional organisation to upgrade 

local safety practitioners to support Hong Kong’s growth. In 1999, I worked with Mr LO Hon 

Yeung, Andy and others in the Organising Committee to set up IOSH Hong Kong, starting 

the relationship with the branch.

In the last 20 years, Hong Kong’s safety business has quickly developed and this has also 

matched the Hong Kong development in which IOSH Hong Kong played a key role. I 

believe that IOSH Hong Kong is now in a position to support the new generation to inherit 

the successful experience and skills accumulated by OSH professionals from the last 20 

years. I feel that it is my duty to give back to the organisation from which I have received 

tremendous professional support.

What achievements have been made during my chairmanship?

Thank you to all EC members’ innovations and effort. We achieved a lot in different areas. 

I would like to quote some as below:

The Government announced its ‘Lantau Tomorrow Vision’ and ‘Cavern Development’. It 

is believed that there will be a huge increase of amount of works in the next decade 

based on studies by the Hong Kong Construction Industry Council. IOSH Hong Kong 

has planned and run relevant CPD seminars.

� 
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IOSH Hong Kong’s Role on Safety - Inheritance and Development

Internally, IOSH Hong Kong has strengthened its capability in handling critical issues 

and in different areas. We introduced three new subcommittees and two types of 

personal appointments.

The three new subcommittees are as below:

Strategic and Critical Issues Subcommittee 

It is to use past chairmen’s valuable experience and knowledge to plan for strategic 

development and handle critical issues. In 2019, Labour Department proposed to 

amend the Guidance Notes on Continuing Professional Development Programmes for 

Registered Safety Officers under the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Safety 

Officers and Safety Supervisors) Regulations. The subcommittee with some Executive 

Committee members completed an inaugural survey to members. A Survey Report 

was then submitted to the Labour Department.

Young Members Subcommittee

It provides a platform to consult young members’ views to enhance communication and 

attract young members to support branch activities.

Occupational Safety and Health Career Starter Sponsorship Subcommittee

It leads to secure private sponsorship to reimburse the IOSH membership fee of 

Graduate Members and Technical Members encouraging young graduates to go early 

for the IOSH Chartered Membership. 

The two types of personal appointments are as below:

Honorary Advisors

To collaborate to build strategic partnerships, we appointed three Honorary Advisors 

from different strategic areas, namely Mr Tony Small, Prof. Steve Rowlinson and Mr 

John Lacey. Mr Small is Chairman of the Safety Subcommittee of Lighthouse Club. 

Prof. Rowlinson is the Chair Professor of University of Hong Kong. Mr Lacey is a past 

president of IOSH.

Project Champions

To support our EC members with specialist knowledge and manpower, we appointed 

Project Champions, namely Mr SO Kin Hoi, Mr MA Chi Sing and Ms YIU Sze Nga, 

Nicole. Mr SO (a past EC) supported the EC–Membership. Mr MA (a Past Chairman) 

supported EC–Mentoring. Ms YIU (an IOSH member from Hong Kong Polytechnic 

University) supported reviewing webinars procedures. 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 

� 
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IOSH Hong Kong’s Role on Safety - Inheritance and Development 

Networking 

In overseas networking, IOSH Hong Kong set up a single contact point with Singapore 

Branch. Apart from the routine branch activities, we share useful information with the 

Singapore branch.

In local networking, IOSH Hong Kong discussed with the Light House Club (LHC) the 

nomination of branch member(s) for the LHC’s organising committee to support their 

major safety events.  This strategy could take our relationship to the next level and 

enhance the branch’s image.

The above-mentioned achievements set a strong foundation for the branch to tackle 

high profile safety issues, bring in more young members and provide hands-on support 

to operations.

What are the greatest challenges IOSH Hong Kong will face in terms of the 

development of safety profession?

To ensure there is an ample supply of highly qualified safety professional to satisfy the 

increase demand. In the next decade, there is going to be a huge increase in amount of 

works, high level technical and safety requirements, ageing of workforce and more. There 

will be a great demand on safety contributions on both quantity and quality. The issue is 

how we can engineer these challenges to become opportunities to our members.

To recruit more talented young people to join the safety career. Inspiring young people to 

acquire IOSH Chartered Membership and how they will transform others’ safety better can 

attract more talented young people to join the safety career. IOSH Hong Kong should 

continue to strengthen and run its IOSH Membership Promotion talks. It needs to update 

regularly the young member demands and prepare for ‘Change’ to put them into practice.

To support our members in developing their technical capability in order to bring them 

career advancement and benefit the safety business. IOSH Hong Kong should continue to 

strengthen CPD planning and tailor-made the topics and means of sharing. 

� 

� 

� 
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Future of Construction Site Safety in Hong Kong 

Dr KONG T. M., Stephen, CMIOSH
Vice Chairman (2019/2020)
IOSH Hong Kong

Introduction

The construction industry is one of the hazardous industries among all other industrials in 

many other industries around the world (Azhar and Choudhry 2016).  In 2012 within the EU 

alone, the construction sector had one fatal case among to five reported construction acci-
dents (Edirisinghe and Lingard 2016; Li and Poon 2011).  Over seventy-five percentage of 
fatal accidents from Works Departments under the Development Bureau can be rooted 
back to human behaviour (CEDD, 2015).  With the emerging of the new technologies, the 
best practices in the industry should able to be change by deploying new technologies in 
construction industry (Teizer, 2016).  There is a need to manage construction quality, 

enhancing the productivity and cutting back on costs in the pace of automation for the con-

struction industry (Shehab 2009).

Building Information Modelling (BIM) – the model for all the stakeholders  

BIM’s concept is to creation of three-dimensional modelling by incorporating non-graphical 
object data into the model, BIM generally refers to a modelling technology.  In addition, BIM 
can also give quantities analyses of cost, time span for time of completion and a visual 
communication models amongst all stakeholders in the construction project.  Thus, BIM 
can accumulate all essential information regarding the design, construction, programme 
and costs attaching to a three-dimensional model of the proposed structure to be construct-
ed (Demian and Walters 2014).  In the past, studies gave indication that BIM’s benefits 
include parametric modelling and detailed building analysis (Demian and Walters 2014), 
data omission minimization (Park and Cai 2017), time and costs reduction (Ciribini et al. 
2016).  In fact, it is suggesting by Bansal (2011) that GIS can be integrated into the BIM
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model so that the BIM’s three-dimensional model can be linked up with the site surrounding 

topography as the fourth dimension of the BIM model.  The fifth dimension of the BIM 

comes from cost data inputting into the BIM model (Demian and Walters 2014). Facility 

management should be the sixth dimensional BIM’s model where information on the 

warranty, locations of ducts and conduits are included.  BIM technology can also be used 

to develop the life cycle analysis (Vysotskiy et al., 2015).  By seeing how the structure is 

being built stage by stage, the design engineers and the construction safety consultant to 

determine the association risk at each stage of construction.  As the BIM model can give a 

three-dimensions views of the objects to be constructed.  The image of the objects can be 

rotated and turn over 180 degree so that all the stakeholders should have clear 

understanding of construction sequence and details.  With full understanding of the 

construction process, safety risks can be determined and managed at the design stage to 

achieve the aim for “design for safety”.  At different stage of construction, the 

three-dimensional image can be printed out attaching to safe working procedure document 

to give frontline works a clearer picture what are the risks that they are going to face and 

what to be done to safeguard themselves.  Thus, BIM can reduce the likelihood of 

construction accident on sites (Ding et al. 2016; Ganah and John 2015; Kim et al. 2016; 

Park and Kim 2013; Zhang et al. 2013).

Visual Reality (VR) – Seeing is believing

VR is an interactive computer-simulated real-world equipment that allow users a sensation 

of real situation in a construction site situation (Freeman et al. 2017).  Through VR, it allows 

workers to see what the danger acts and the consequences are.  In short, it gives the 

worker how accidents can happen during the construction process so that precaution 

training can then be done for those workers to develop their own safety awareness 

(Gammon Construction 2016; Sacks et al. 2013; Zhao and Lucas 2015).  Systemically 

visual safety training on various topics should able to ensures that all essential safety 

information is passed down to frontline management and workers.  This is because the 

workers who are low in literacy so that they must see the consequences then to believe. 

(Edirisinghe and Lingard 2016).
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Robots – The ironman

Previously study from Raviv et al. (2017) that human error is the root cause of eighty to 
ninety percentage of construction site accidents so that by using robots to take up those 
hazardous tasks, it should able to decrease the likelihood and the consequence of 
accidents.  In addition, well designed robots can enhance the rate of productivity and, thus, 
reducing construction cost.  One example is to replace the worn-out cutter disc at the 
excavation chamber of the tunnel boring machine (TBM) by using robot arm (Telmax). 
Typically, the rotation head is pressurized to prevent collapsing of the soil surface ahead.  
For replacing these worn out cutter discs, workers must go into the excavation chamber 
and before entering those workers also need to be pressurized.  Those workers are going 
to face the hazards like caving of soil face in front of the TBM and short and long-term 
illness from depressurization.  Robot arm then come into operation in the at CEDD - 
Liantang/Heung Yuen Wai Boundary Control Point and associated works - site formation 
and infrastructure works project to replace those worn out disc without workers going into 
the chamber of TBM.  

Bloss (2014) takes that robots enables new and innovative methods for construction, 
architecture design and implementation. Jung et al. (2013) states that in South Korea there 
are extensive use of robots to assemble steel beams and transport the bolting devices to 
the target bolting positions and Yu et al. (2009) report that robot can be used for brick 
laying.  In Michigan of the United States, robots with artificial intelligence program are being 
used to identify, grasp and assemble prismatic building components with MATLAB 
Calibration Toolbox algorithms.  Locally, robots are being used to install large-scale window 
panels at railway station (Gammon Construction 2016).  In short, it can be confirmed that 
robots are useful in taking over human to implement hazardous tasks and repetitive 
manual handling jobs.

Discussion

The causes of construction site accidents are owing to various factors and the most 
common prevention methodology is to provide safety trainings. This is derisible.  This type 
of safety training is on piece meal basis and those trainees only store the good practice in 
their short-term memory. The most useful concept to avoid repetition of those painful 
experience is to put the safety concept into the workers cognition.  All the innovative 
measures that offered by the latest technologies are to provide information to employees 
and to raise their safety awareness. People are having short lived memory so that they 
need to be reminded so that they can have their own sensemaking of the situation.  From 
another perspective, these lasts technologies are basically technological tools assisting the 
development of human cognitive in construction safety.  Thus, these new technologies on 
safety help to motivate workers’ safety behaviour and their awareness to develop a good 
safety culture by taking safety as their priority. 
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Academic Networking: Annual Student Research Projects Competition Award 

Mr CHAN Chung Shing, Alexander, CFIOSH
Honorary Advisor (2008-2019)
IOSH Hong Kong

I am pleased to be invited by our Hong Kong branch to write an introduction about the 

programme of annual student research projects competition award. 

In fact, the idea of competition was initiated by Ir Dr Sammy Wan in 2012 during his 

chairmanship. We had discussions then, and his idea was fully supported by me. We both 

have a common goal of promoting IOSH membership through students’ participation – they 

are our potential members. That’s why the entry requirements for the competition are 

confined to the students having completed the IOSH accredited courses for ‘Graduate 

Member’. We aim at the outstanding final year research projects (degree level) for 

participation. 

For selection of best projects, two judging panels have been specially formed for marking 

the undergraduate and postgraduate research reports respectively, based on a 

well-designed marking scheme. And I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of our 

branch, to thank all the judges for their efforts and the supporting universities/institutions for 

nominating their students to participate. These include :  

� HKU School of Professional and Continuing Education, in collaboration with 

University of Greenwich, UK 

� OUHK Li Ka Shing School of Professional and Continuing Education, in collaboration 

with Middlesex University, UK 

� The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Department of Civil and Environmental 

Engineering 
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The first award presentation ceremony (for the competition 2012) was held in March 2013. 

Since then, the competition becomes an yearly event. We have so far organised eight 

competitions with good responses. To let you have some ideas, see below some photos 

taken on these occasions between 2013 and 2018. 

Student winners have a good opportunity of making use of this platform to showcase their 

outstanding projects discussing research methodologies, findings and recommendations as 

well as interacting with the participants in this respect. 

Through organising the programme, it would widen our scope of professional networking 

covering the sector of academic institutions as well; I can see opportunities of co-operation 

in the research area of safety and health. It would also help promote IOSH membership 

attracting more young persons to join. The programme has the ‘academic’ characteristic, 

thus making us more outstanding. I have actively participated in this programme since its 

launch, as the advisor of the organising committee and one of the judges too. I do hope we 

continue to run the programme; it is indeed one of the strengths and characteristics of our 

branch!

Academic Networking: Annual Student Research Projects Competition Award 
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Event Photo Album
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OSH Seminars

2012

20112009 2010

2013 2014

2015 2016 2016

2017 2017 2017

Specialists have been invited as guest speakers to deliver talks to share OSH experiences and 
knowledge with IOSH members. We give thanks to all of the institutions that have provided venues 
for the seminars to support IOSH events.
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OSH Seminars

201920192019

201920182018

201820182018

201820182017
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Technical Visits

2010

20092008 2009

2010 2010

2011 2011 2011

2012 20132012

IOSH members have used these opportunities to learn and obtain new and useful OSH information 
and techniques through site tours and visits in Hong Kong.
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Technical Visits

201920192019

201820182017

201720152015

201420142014
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Mentorship and Membership Promotion

2016

20152014 2014

2016 2017

2018 2019

2007 2012 2013

2019

Mentor training has been arranged to help potential mentors understand the functions and 
techniques that they can use to help the mentees who would like to acquire chartered membership. 
Opportunities of membership promotion have been established at academic institutions such as 
CityU SCOPE, HKU SPACE, MUST/SRDI, OUHK LiPACE and PolyU.
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AGMs and Conferences

2007

200320021999

2007 2007

2007 2008 2008

2008 2008 2011

Annual meetings and conferences have provided IOSH members with a great opportunity to network 
and share good practices and ideas on occupational safety and health issues, thus helping shape the 
future of IOSH Hong Kong.
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AGMs and Conferences
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AGMs and Conferences

2016

20152014 2015

2016 2017

2017 2018 2018

2018 2019 2019
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Presidential Visits to Hong Kong

2006

20052004 2005

2006 2011

2011 2012 2012

2014 2014 2015

Visits have regularly been arranged for Presidents of IOSH to meet different stakeholders in Hong 
Kong and mainland China to share OSH development and enhance professional networking. 
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Presidential Visits to Hong Kong
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201620162016

201620162016

201620162016
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External Networking

2013 2013

2016 2016 2019

2012

201220112011

201020102009

IOSH members have been given opportunities to exchange knowledge and experience with others 
through social gatherings including events and seminars in mainland China, Macau and Singapore.
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IOSH Networking

2017 2018

2018 2018 2019

2016

20152011 2011

2011

200720062002

Networking is enhanced through visits to IOSH HQ/Hong Kong branch. Branch representatives have 
also attended the yearly IOSH Networks Conferences to meet representatives of all branches, 
districts, groups and sections for striving to achieve common goals and positive outcomes.
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APOSHO Networking

2014

20132010 2012

2015 2016

2017 2017

2018 2018 2019

2018

IOSH Hong Kong is a full member of Asia-Pacific Occupational Safety and Health Organization 
(APOSHO). The 33rd APOSHO annual conference, which was hosted by IOSH and fully supported by 
IOSH Hong Kong, was successfully held in Hong Kong on 4-5 December 2018. The conference 
offered an excellent platform for professionals, policy makers and government officials to exchange 
ideas, share experiences on initiatives and to bring about cooperation.
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New Initiative: Launch of OSH Career Starter Programme 

Ir Professor Vincent Ho, CFIOSH
Chairman, Sponsorship Progamme Subcommittee
OSH Career Starter Programme, IOSH Hong Kong

With the increasing demand to have more stringent safety regulations and safer working 

environment, we must maintain a sufficient supply of qualified and competent safety 

practitioners to uphold the safety standards, in particular of the demanding construction 

industry, supporting planned developments in the coming decade as well as the operation 

and maintenance activities that sustain the businesses.

To support the growth of OSH professionals in Hong Kong, the seventh chairman of IOSH 

Hong Kong, Ir Prof. Vincent Ho, has founded the Occupational Safety and Health Career 

Starter Programme (the Programme) in early of 2020 with the aim of professionally and 

financially supporting full-time students of IOSH accredited Occupational Safety and 

Health programmes.  The Programme will benefit both the safety profession in Hong Kong 

and the society at large by motivating Hong Kong young safety graduates to start their 

career path in OSH and develop their professional competence through IOSH’s stringent 

schemes. The Programme aims to enable OSH career starters to pursue IOSH Chartered 

status, which represents the highest standard in OSH and is recognised globally.

The Programme aims to lower the financial hardship of graduating IOSH student members 

by subsidising the first two years of their membership as IOSH’s Technical or Graduate 

Member upon their graduation. This is to ensure OSH career starters can continuously 

benefit from the professional support from IOSH, enabling them to build the best possible 

workplace environment for Hong Kong to thrive in.

Currently, IOSH Student Membership is free to full-time students studying an IOSH 

accredited course. Upon their graduation, student members can convert to Technical or 

Graduate Membership, whose fee is about HK$1,500 per year (depending on the 

exchange rate with GBP). This fee can act as a barrier to some OSH career starters in 

staying with IOSH.  
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Sponsorship Acknowledgement for OSH Career Starter Programme 

ADVANCE ENGINEERING (DEVELOPMENT) LIMITED CHINA STATE CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING (HONG KONG) LTD.

CLP HOLDINGS LIMITED DRAGAGES HONG KONG LIMITED

GOLDFIELD N&W CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LIMITED HOP YUEN CONSTRUCTION LIMITED

KUM SHING (K.F.) CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LIMITED MTR CORPORATION

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH COUNCIL RYOWO (HOLDING) COMPANY LIMITED

THE HONG KONG AND CHINA GAS COMPANY LIMITED

The Sponsorship Programme Subcommittee wishes to warmly thank our individual 
and corporate sponsors for their support and contribution to the Occupational Safety 
and Health Career Starter Programme:

(In an alphabetical order)
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In Hop Yuen (Holdings) Ltd, we believe in the wonders of the chemistry of these three pillars in nurturing 

and sustaining extrinsic value to business, and an intrinsic par to people, industry and our country.

We keep investing in the training of our employees, and never compromise on their skills quality and safety 

consciousness, as we see it central not only to deliver business results and value creation, but also the 

furtherance of their personal well-being.

HOP YUEN (HOLDINGS) LIMITED

Website: www.hopyuen.com

Address: Hop Yuen Centre, 171 Queen’s Road Central, Hong Kong
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與社會夥伴向前

予行業綜合貢獻

成本效益

靈活資源管理

合源(集團)有限公司深信以上三大原則有助建立並維持公司的商業價值，更能成為市民，企業甚至

國家的意識良伴。

公司一直致力培訓員工，以提升他們的技術水平和安全意識為首要目標。這不單有利於公司的長遠

發展，更對他們的個人發展有所裨益。

地 址: 香港中環皇后大道中171號合源中心

網 址: www.hopyuen.com

Subsidiary companies:
Hop Yuen Construction Company
Hop Yuen Construction Limited
Hop Yuen Track Specialist Engineering Limited
Hop Yuen Building Materials Limited
Don Specialist Engineering (F.E.) Limited
Contemporary Design House
Contemporary Home Services Centre

附 屬 公 司:
合 源 建 築 公 司

合 源 建 築 有 限 公 司
合 源 軌 道 專 業 工 程 有 限 公 司
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TOWNGAS

GO GREEN

We conduct our business with environmental responsibility in mind –

for a greener future, for our younger generations.

As Hong Kong’s oldest energy utility, our pioneering green initiatives date as far back as the 

early 70s, when we began using naphtha rather than heavy oil and coal to produce town gas. 

In 2006, we took another significant step forward, when we introduced natural gas as a 

feedstock in addition to naphtha. To foster the use of renewable energy, we have also added 

landfill gas to our energy mix for local gas production. Looking forward, we are committed to 

the ongoing exploration and supply of clean energy to ensure a green and sustainable future 

for our young people and the generations to come.
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Institution of Occupational Safety and Health
Founded 1945
Incorporated by Royal Charter 2003
Registered charity in England and Wales No. 1096790
Registered charity in Scotland No. SC043254

IOSH

The Grange

Highfield Drive

Wigston

Leicestershire

LE18 1NN

UK

     +44 (0)116 257 3100

     www.iosh.co.uk

     twitter.com/IOSH_tweets  

     facebook.com/IOSHofficial

     tinyurl.com/IOSH-linkedin

     youtube.com/IOSHchannel

IOSH Hong Kong

     +852 9025 6767

     +852 2773 0550

     hongkong@ioshnetworks.com

     tinyurl.com/y65mo8pe

IOSH is the Chartered body for health and safety 
professionals. With more than 47,000 members in 
over 130 countries, we’re the world’s largest 
professional health and safety organisation.

We set standards, and support, develop and connect 
our members with resources, guidance, events and 
training. We’re the voice of the profession, and 
campaign on issues that affect millions of working 
people. 

IOSH was founded in 1945 and is a registered charity 
with international NGO status.

Hong Kong branch was founded in 1999 and is one of 
the leading health and safety professional bodies in 
Hong Kong, with more than 800 local members 
shouldering the same mission of IOSH. Our members 
are passionate about protecting people and are 
working to make sure that people are at the heart of 
health and safety. 

The branch has been establishing significant 
connections and collaborations with government 
bodies, institutions, trade and labour unions and 
academia to instil the core value of health and safety 
in Hong Kong people.
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